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News

GODSPELL:

•PSYCH: Get

"See pictures
from the
newest LU the| ater production. This week| end's shows are
the last. See
page 3.

to know psychology professor and counselor Sundl
Donovan's life
beyond the
classroom. See
page 8.

Sports

•T4FATBSC:
1

The men's and
women's track
and field teams
won their ninth
consecutive Big
South title. See
page 9.

Weather
SATURDAY

Few showers.
High 72, Low 46.

Heat wave warms up campus
Compiled from
various news agencies

Israel withdraws
troops from West
Bank cities
After 19 months of fighting
between Israelis and Palestinians,
Israeli Prime Minister Ariel
Sharon took troops out of the
West Bank city of Nablus on Sunday, April 21. Some troops were
also removed from Ramallah.
Sharon is scaling back the
country's offensive campaign and
instead will use different methods
tofightPalestinian terrorists.
While Operation Defensive
Shield has generated serious
results, the two groups continue
to fight at the Church of the Nativity in Bethlehem. About 200
Palestinians, many believed to be
gunmen, have been in the church
since April 2.

Bomb kills 14 in
Philippines
A homemade bomb killed 14
people and injured more than 45
after exploding in the Philippine
city, General Santos, Sunday
afternoon. Muslim extremist
group Abu Sayyaf, which has been
linked to Osama bin Laden's al
Qaeda network, has claimed
responsibility for the deaths.
Just minutes later, another •
bomb exploded nearby, but there
have been no reported injuries.

Islamic militant is
linked to death of
news reporter Pearl
The eyewitness testimony of a
Pakistani taxi driver Monday
linked Islamic militant Ahmed
Omar Saeed Sheikh to Journalist
Daniel Pearl on the day of Pearl's
disappearance.
Saeed and three co-defendants
went on trial for the alleged kidnapping and murder of Pearl
Monday, April 22. All four defendants pleaded innocent.
According to taxi driver Nasir
Abbas' testimony, Pearl got into a
white car driven by Saeed on Jan.
23, the day he disappeared. Pearl
was supposed to be meeting with
an Islamic militant that day in
connection with his investigation
of links between Pakistani militants and alleged terrorist
Richard C. Reid.

Reno fights to be
divorce capital
Two historic Reno sights are In
danger of being torn down, along
with folklore that upholds the
city's tradition of being the divorce
capital of the nation.
The Virginia Street Bridge, off
of which newly divorced women
are said to have thrown their weddingrings,and the Silver State
Lodge, in which divorcees-to-be
completed their residency
requirements, are targeted for
destruction.

Bright, Mims to
address graduates
By Diana Bell, editor in chief

For those of you who are counting
down the days to graduation, there are
only 18 left until the day when you
march into the Vines Center to "Pomp
and Clrwith family and friends cheering
you on.
Who will you be listening to for that
long ceremony on May 11 at 10 a.m.
though? Dr. Bill Bright is the answer.
Bright is the founder of Campus Crusade for Christ International.
Bright and wife
Vonette will both be
awarded the honorary
Doctor of Literature
degree. This will be
Bright's seventh honBRIGHT orary doctorate
degree, according to
his Web site, billbrlght.com. Bright
graduated from Northeastern State
University and Fuller and Princeton
seminaries.
Bright, who grew up in Oklahoma,
became a Christian In 1945, and after
five years of Intensive Bible study, he
felt God's call to fulfill the Great Commission. The ministry that now has a
staff of 25,000 full-time staff and over
553,000 trained volunteers began with
Bright sharing the Gospel with students on UCLA's campus.
Bright began CCCI in 1951 as a campus ministry, but it now has over 70
special ministries that reach out to stuSTUDYING IN THE SUN—Last week LU students enjoyed studying, talking, tanning and generally relaxing in the courtyard and other places
dents, inner cities, governments, prison campus. Lynchburg endured a heat wave with near record high temperatures in the 90s in some areas.
ons, families, military personnel, musicians, executives and athletes, among
others. According to his Web site, each
ministry is designed to help fulfill the
Great Commission. Bright conceived
the film "JESUS"—the most widely
viewed film ever produced—and funded
it through CCCI. It has been translated
Johnson, also part of the Christmas
By Mariel Williams, reporter
Tafaoa expects his
into more than 730 languages and
With An Orphan team, stayed on camnew job to be very
viewed by more than 4.5 billion people
pus for the few days between the end of
much like the old one.
LIGHT Ministries Director Fitu "T"
in 234 countries. More than 148 million
the semester and the departure date for
"I'm kind of doing the
Tafaoa is leaving LU. Tafaoa, who first
salvation decisions have been made
their trip.
same work I do here
came to Liberty as a seminary student
after watching this video.
"We spent those times in the LIGHT
in 1991, will be taking up the position of working with college
After 50 years as founder and presioffice,"
Dechant
said.
She
appreciated
single's and mission's pastor and sports kids," Tafaoa said.
dent
of CCCI and after being diagnosed
TAFAOA
Tafaoa's support and kindness during
However, he will miss
and recreation ministries director at
with Pulmonary Fibrosis, Bright named
his work at LU. "I've thoroughly enjoyed that time. "He was fun; he was supportEast Pointe Baptist Church In JackDr. Steve Douglass his successor.
ive; and he was encouraging." Dechant
my tenure here," Tafaoa said.
sonville, Fla.
Bright also wanted to concentrate on a
developed a deep respect for Tafaoa.
Tafaoa will be greatly missed by the
Tafaoa is leaving because he said he
series of additional books and video
"(He's] definitely a great leader,"
LU community as well. Junior Liza del
thinks working for East Pointe will be
training materials.
Dechant said.
Cid, a student worker in the LIGHT
better for his family. The new position
Bright and his wife live in Orlando,
office, will miss the sense of family that
Johnson also has fond memories of
will enable him to have a more settled
Fla., and have two sons.
Tafaoa brought to LIGHT. "He was a
the time she spent with Tafaoa. She
family life.
Baccalaureate will be held at
great boss," Del Cid said.
especially appreciated Tafaoa's advice
"I won't be traveling as much,"
Thomas Road Baptist Church on May
Senior Stephanie Dechant got to
on their upcoming trip.
Tafaoa said. He looks forward to spendj 10 at 7 p.m.
know Tafaoa when she traveled to India
ing more time with his wife and daughwith him for Christmas With An
ter. "Now we'll be able to go to the same
Orphan. Dechant and senior Sarah
church and minister together."
Please see T, page 4
Please see GRADUATION, page 4
YVONNE GIBSON

T leaving LIGHT Ministries

5k midnight run makes its second appearance
By Laurie WIEams, reporter

The top 10 individual male and female runners were also
awarded. Prizes Included gift certificates to area restaurants, a
The Student Government Association hosted its second
one-month membership to Gold's Gym, 10 visits to A J.'s Tanannual Midnight 5K Run on April 19. The race cost $2 per per- ning, Bull-Bucking in Boonsboro tickets and CDsfromNew
son, with a portion of the proceeds going to the Liberty Godpar- Ufe Bookstore.
ent Home. With more than 200 participants, the fundraiser
"I think tiie students really enjoyed themselves. They were
brought in over $400.
able to help a local charity and still walk away with at least a
"The top male and female runners each received $ 100 of the free T-shirt and for some, very awesome prizes," Jones said.
registration money and the rest [$200] will go to (he Godparent
The 3.1 mile race started at the guard shack, circled David's
Home," student body president Clark Jones said.
Place, went up University Boulevard, around the circle and
The first 200 students to register for the race receivedfreeT- ended back at the top ol the P-1 parking lot Top male runner
shlrts with the race logo printed on the front and local sponsors Brian Otter came In at 15 minutes and 51 seconds,followedby
on the back. Contestants had the option to enter Individually or Isaac Rattln at 16 minutes and 4 seconds and Gary Young at
• '
RJUANNON BERRY
as a team. Team scores were determined by averaging each
16 minutes and 54 seconds. Anna Winwood finishedfirstfor
teammate's time.
the women at 20 minutes and 52 seconds, then Liz Rudolph at
BREAKIN' A SWEAT - More than 200 students donned
21 minutes and 4 seconds and Myana Randall at 21 minutes
"1 was on a teamforthe R.O.T.C. program. We wore our
their running gear and took advantage of the SGA sponand 10 seconds.
physical training uniforms to help promote the program,"
sored 5k midnight run.
sophomore Jason Burger said.
Please see 5k, page 4
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Regent showcases amateur films

The
Price
ss Right

By Melissa Coleman, reporter

By Chris Price, columnist

I am writing this column once again from the beautiful city of
Cincinnati, Ohio. I had to come up here to get my license renewed
so that it didn't expire on my 21st birthday. Let me just say that I
took the picture for the license at 9 a.m. after driving most of the
night, playing in a midnight basketball game and finally falling
asleep around 3 a.m. Needless to say. it's rough.
The drive up here was so incredibly boring that 1 decided to let
you guys in on some tips on what you can do to make your drive
more enjoyable when driving by yourself.
• Find the cutest girl, or guy for you ladies, that passes by and
begin "the driving tlirt." Oh, you all have done the driving flirt. You
pull up next to the car and then slam on your brakes to see what
the person next to you looks like. If you like what you see you
speed up like you are uninterested to see if she is going to do the
same to you. When you see her speed up and then slow down on
the side of you. you know it's on. You keep doing this until you get
to a red light. Once there you keep glancing over trying to catch
her eye. but once you do you look away real fast. Don't act like
you don't know what 1 am talking about. Once it turns green you
peel out and hope she follows. This continues on until she eventually has to turn and you are rewarded with the sweet sound of the
goodbye honk.
This ends another roadside relationship unless you get her
tags, find where she lives, drive there at night and stare until she
comes out. This will eventually lead to a restraining order. 1 know
from experience.
• I also preach to myself. Being a youth major means 1 will have
to start speaking quite often. So a lot of times in my car 1 will Just
start preaching away. 1 honestly think that some of the sermons
have been so good that the air fresheners have fallen under deep
conviction and needed to be counseled. Pine Fresh has a pride
issue that he is dealing with right now, so I always preach at him.
Not all of the sermons have been so good; I bored myself yesterday. I was speaking and 1 just yelled, "This is boring." It is pretty
bad when you heckle yourself.
• There are numerous other things 1 do to pass the time, such
classics as driving with my eyes closed, changing outfits while
driving, see if the cops really will chase me, and my personal
favorite, driving with my knee for at least an hour. Whatever 1
have to do to make my trip more enjoyable and stay awake, 1 do.
When it comes to the open road, The Price Is Right.

Happy 21st Birthday
Chris Price)
Wednesday, April 241

Amateur films aired as students and faculty
watched at the Film and Screenwriling Event,
an exhibition of student dims brought to LU by
Regent University Wednesday, April 17.
The event, held in Fine Arts I lall room 101,
showcased films made by students in Regent's
Masters of Fine Arts in Script and Screenwrtting program. Regent Cinema and Dynamic
Communication Professor Andrew Quicke led
the event.
As students watched the films, Quicke
made comments and explained special details
that went into each part of the film.
Students found the exhibition and Quicke's
lecture informative. "I really enjoyed the showing. It was interesting to hear what kind of
work really goes into it," senior John Kearns
said.
After viewing the student-made films,
Quicke explained the process that they use to
write, select and produce each film. First, students propose their film ideas in the fall. Next,
they write the scripts for their film ideas. Then,
the students vote on which film to make.
Finally, student crews are organized to make
thefilmduring the summer.
Once Quicke explained this process he
opened up an opportunity to LU students by
inviting them to join a summer crew.

KENNY GIBSON

MAKIN' MOVIES — Professor Andrew Quicke of
Regent University led the film exhibition.

"I appreciate Professor Quicke inviting Liberty students to work on a Regentfilmcrew
this summer, because you learn a lot and gain
experience that you can't get in a classroom,"
Senior Chad Kennedy said.
Quicke also gave the students information

about Regent University. As a school that
offers strictly graduate level courses, it is the
only graduate school in the country that is
Christian.
"The industry is increasingly specialized so
the need for graduate school is escalating. At
Regent we can offer very specific training,"
Quicke said. At Regent University students can
pursue critical studies, producing, directing,
videofilmediting or arts management.
Many students bypass graduate school for
financial reasons, however, Regent offers over
$1.5 million dollars in scholarships and grants
every year.
"It's our responsibility to have fully professional equipment and standards, but it's also
important that Christians be able to afford it."
Quicke said. Monday's event was just one of
many events the Communications Department
has provided for students.
"I appreciate the effort on the part of the
communications faculty to bring in professionals from outside of the school. I have attended
all of the special lectures this year provided for
communications students and look forward to
attending more in the future." junior Cameo
Ray said.
These events provide an opportunity for students to acquire information on a wide variety
of fields. Students of all majors are encouraged
to attend these events.

Karate classes coming for fall semester
By Mariel Williams, reporter

LU will offer two karate/self-defense
classes for thefirsttime next fall, taught by
assistant health sciences professor James
Schoffstall. Schoffstall holds a third-degree
black belt in karate.
The classes, PHED 232-004 and PHED
232-005, will teach basic karate and selfdefense skills. There's some basic selfdefense that we cover," Schoffstall said. Students will learn how to defend themselves
against being punched, strangled or grabbed.
"I'm looking for students to know 20 different
ways to get out of a wrist lock," Schoffstall
said.
Originally, only one class section was
scheduled. A second section was added in
response to the class' popularity with students. 'Thefirstclass was full in thefirsttwo
days of registration," Schoffstall said.
In karate, the class will cover two of the 10

possible belt levels. "The intro class will go
through the yellow and gold belts," Schoffstall said. These two skill levels require a
minimum total of 30 hours of training,
according to Schoffstall's Web site.
This semester, Schoffstall has offered a
free, private karate and self-defense class on
Tuesday and Thursday mornings before
classes.
Students brave enough to leave their
dorms at 6:30 a.m. have learned some of the
basic kicks and punches that will be taught
in next semester's class.
Senior Jon Marc Lyttle has been attending
Schoffstall's lessons this semester, but does
not think he will have time to take the class
next semester. "I think it's really good," Lyttle
said. "I enjoy it while it's free."
Lyttle likes the exercise value of the class,
and considers it well taught. "The teacher's
really cool," Lyttle said. "It's early, but that's
not really a problem." Though Lyttle will not

take the class in the fall, he does recommend
it to others.
Junior Paul Sheese agreed that the free
lessons were worth the trouble of getting up
so early. Sheese does plan to take the class in
the fall.
Senior April Smart was grateful to be able
to learn karate for free. "I've had a lot of fun,"
Smart said. "I'm so glad Professor Schoffstall
is willing to instruct at so early a time for
free."
For the time being, only the beginner class
is offered. However, Schoffstall hopes to
teach more advanced classes in the future.
"I'd like to have it set up to where we'll have
beginner, intermediate and advanced
classes," Schoffstall said. Schoffstall also
hopes to offer a less orthodox class in the
future: self-defense for the disabled. "I'm
going to look towards getting certified in that
type of self-defense, hopefully this summer,"
Schoffstall said.

Poetry reading jazzes up David's Place for a night
By Mariel Williams, reporter

LU students gathered to read and listen to poetry
for the Poet's Corner at David's Place Tuesday, April
16. The Dean of Women's Office organized the Poet's
Corner.
Participating students read poems on subjects
such as love, death, sin, God, war and social issues.
The multi-purpose room, where the event was held,
was dimly lit and decorated with greenery and Christmas lights. In between readings, a live jazz band
played.
Most of the poems were original works read by the
author. One woman read a poem written by her young
son, and an EDP student submitted a poem to be read
by someone else in his place.
Freshman Brit Engbrecht liked the honesty of the
readers. "People tend to hold back the truth," Engbrecht said. "At the Poet's Corner, no one was holding

back the truth." Engbrecht cited The Tragedy of an
Unloved Child" by Rebecca Crawford as an example of
this honesty. "She [Crawford] didn't hold back—she
wasn't afraid to tell it like it is." Engbrecht read "My
Hands," an original piece about sin and forgiveness.
Honesty and realism were the themes of many of
the poems read. One student's readings were simply
entitled "Realism 1" and "Realism 2." John Swann
read an original piece called "Can 1 Be Real?" Swarm's
poem dealt with hypocrisy and un-Christian behavior
in the student body, such as the prevalence of dress
code violations. "Is it that hard to find clothes that fit?"
Swann asked.
Love was another common theme. Ruth Holdbrook
read "Love," a poem about crushes and infatuations.
"It's about the feelings you go through before you find
true love," Holdbrook said. Dan Keller, on the other
hand, looked at love from the perspective of one who
has already found love and jealously guards it. His

poem, "My One Love: The Song of the Victor," was dedicated to his girlfriend.
Kristen Kidd's poem, 'The Warning of the Immoral
Woman," looked at false love. Kidd warned of the
deceptive appeal of sin and the dangers of living an
immoral life.
Several poems read that night took the form of
prayers or cries for help. Daveta Saunders read "Low
Frequency (Lord, Please Help Me)."
Saunders' work complained of feeling unable to
hear God. "I'm experiencing some static, my signals
aren't clear," Saunders said. "Prayer for Protection,"
written by Petty Officer 1st Class Stephen Johnson, an
EDP student stationed in Japan, and read by Admissions Director Ernie Rogers, asked for protection for
service men and women serving overseas.
Student reactions to Poet's Corner were largely positive. "The atmosphere was great and the poetry was
good," junior Kathryn Cooke said.

SPOKEN HONESTLY — Many students shared original
poems that honestly conveyed their feelings.

BUY ANY
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"GODSPELL"
The Gospel of Matthew with an Appalachian twist.
By Rcncc Patrick, reporter
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Featured in this photo spread are
Nathan Lynch, Jonathan Robertson,
Nikld Lillestol, Cheryl Pesce, Dan
Stone, David F. Zimmerman, Jr. HI,
Joe Leahy, Scott Windham, Maura
Lacy, Michelle Brunson, Jen McCarron and Shannon Rebold.

One could only Imagine a musical
such as "Godspell," originally set In the
hippie era of the 1970s, being portrayed
by a bunch of hillbillies living In the
mountains, right? Think again. Liberty
University's Linda Nell Cooper of the
Fine Arts Department has gone a step
further and put this version of "Godspell" into production.
! &
The musical is based on the Gospel
of Matthew. Before the show began.
Cooper
explained
that the
play was
an allegory and
would feature symbols representing various actions such as baptism, washing of feet and the crucifixion.
"I really enjoyed it ["Godspell"].
I did not know what to expect, but
it really moved me. It was a fun
musical. It was neat that they got
involved with the audience," freshman Sarah Metherd said.
At the opening of the play,
Gabe, played by senior Jonathan
Robertson, told the audience that
he and his friends acted out the
Scriptures in order to remember
them because there were not
many Bibles or many people who
could read them for that matter.
"It is called a regional adaptation," Cooper said in regards to
the changes she made to the musical. "1 got permission to adapt it. 1
figured if we are in the Blue Ridge
Mountains, let's set it there..."
*••

V
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When asked his favorite part of the play. Lynch
said, "The last part — the crucifixion. It was great
to have the opportunity to portray the crucifixion
and the gift that God gave us."
"I thought the play was great. Nathan did an
amazing job as Joshua, but it is hard to pick out
one person because it was a cast effort that made
the show so good," freshman Abbey Smith said.
According to Cooper, some members of the student body have been mistaking "Godspell" for
"Jesus Christ Superstar." a musical that portrays
the last seven days of Jesus' life through the eyes
of Judas.
"I am satisfied with
everything
except for
students confusing it
["Godspell"]
with "Jesus
Christ Superstar." It is not
that
show. That is
the only thing I have been
disappointed about. It is
disappointing to know that
some would think we would
do something
that controversial,"
Cooper said.
Although
some students have
made it out to
see the show,
the majority
of the audience has been
members of
the community, Cooper
said. The
show

"The music is as is. The parables are as is. I added mountain
dialect and the speeches at the
attracted over
beginning and end," Cooper said.
500 people on
"I thought it was a really inter
opening
weekesting approach to porend on April
traying the Gospel of
12 and 13 and
Matthew. It was very creover 600 the
ative." freshman Katie
following weekend.
Nicklas said.
If you have not had the chance to see "Godspell," the musical
A lot of hard work went into making "Godspell" a sucwill be showing for one more weekend from April 25 to 27. All
cess. The cast spent about three hours a night and four
or five nights a week for the past five weeks preparing to shows will start at 7:30 p.m.
put on the show.
"Oh my goodness," sophomore Nathan Lynch, who
played Joshua, said in reply to the amount of work
involved with the musical. "For my part there were so
many lines. I had to pray just to get them to stick. It was
a lot of hard work...But, it is what 1 love to do, so it is not
a problem."
The cast not only concentrated on their performance,
but also on the play's set. "The students all did it...The
students did the waterfall, the painting; it cost about
$ 1,500 including everything," Cooper said.
The production may have been a lot of work, but it
was a lot of fun as well. "The best part is always working
with the cast," Cooper said. "We always have a good time
at rehearsals. It is a time of fellowship and growth."
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Psychology research displayed
each for their work.
Every spring there are usually around 100 students
who attend the convention and 50 students
Three female psychology majors from Liberty
who
present
their research. During this spring's
attended the Virginia Psychological Association's
convention
attendants
came from James Madison
Spring Convention on April 10-13 to present their
University,
Old
Dominion,
William and Mary and
work from their senior honor's thesis.
Virginia
Wesleyan
University.
This convention gave students the opportunity to
"From what 1 saw, the quality of LU papers"compresent their own research on a topic of their choospared
with the other universities," Keene said.
ing. This year Amanda Love and Michal Lacy preAlthough Liberty students can become oversented their papers in an oral report with power
point. Sarah Keene gave a professional poster board whelmed with all of these other colleges and attendants, psychology professor Nancy Anderson had
presentation. Her topic was Post Traumatic Stress
Disorder and the effects of Sept. 11. Keene collected faith in her students.
"I like for them to see that they can measure up to
her research on campus to measure the effects that
!he other colleges. Liberty adequately prepares
Sept. 11 has had on the students.
them for this," Anderson said.
"The conference is a wonderful opportunity to
Anderson, assistant director of the honors proexhibit personal research and view others'
gram and staff member of the psychology departresearch." Keene said.
ment, has attended several of the VPA conventions.
For over 40 years, the VPA has held its spring
"It's very good for the students to go. It gives
convention in various locations throughout
Virginia. This spring the convention was held in Vir- them valuable experience," Anderson said.
Keene said that her poster was the only one
ginia Beach at the Sheraton Hotel. The convention
about
Sept. 11 and therefore attracted many people
began with a reception on Wednesday night, April
who
walked
by to look at the posters.
10. Thursday, Friday and Saturday featured work"I
got
to
have
so many intellectual conversashops, meetings and sessions with guest speakers.
tions
with
professionals
in the field," Keene said.
The experience is not the only incentive for the
She
had
the
opportunity
to meet a man from
students. Presenters also had the chance to win
Cyprus who had fought in the wars there.
cash prizes. The top five students received $100
By Melissa Coleman, reporter

YVONNE GEIGER

PREFERRED PARKING — Hannah Chijioke stands with a smile on her face because she did not have to worry about
finding a parking spot for a week. She won the contest held by the Career Center for Dr. Jerry Fahvell's spot.

T: Tafaoa
be missed

Students receive awards for artwork

Continued from page 1

j By Laurie Williams, reporter

"He had been there [ India], so
he was able to tell us how to
handle ourselves there," Johnson said. Johnson had a high
opinion of Tafaoa both as a missions leader and as a person. "He
cares about people," Johnson
said. "You can see how much he
loves the Lord — it just radiates
from him."
Both Johnson and Dechant
were sorry to hear that Tafaoa
will be leaving. "I will be very
sad to see him leave," Johnson
said. "1 admire him a lot, and I
respect him."
Tafaoa will miss both students and faculty when he
leaves, he said. "The relationships are what I'm going to miss
most."
"I've received a wealth of mentorship from some great men,"
he said. Through the things he
has learned from his coworkers
at LU. he said that he has been
able to grow spiritually to a point
where he has been able to pass
on much of the wisdom that was
given him.
Though it appears to be the
right thing to do now, Tafaoa
hopes that his move to Florida
will not be permanent. "If the
Lord should give me an opportunity to come back, I'd jump on
it," he said.

friday is §usan
Whitley's Birthday!
BUY HER
SOMETHING!

Student artwork will continue to
grace the walls of the A. Pierre Guillermin library for the next month. With
more than 75 entries, this year's art
exhibit showcases pieces in five categories: photography, three-dimensional,
computer graphics, painting and
sketch. Each entry fits into the art
show's theme of God's Creation: Man
and Nature.
"We tried to choose a theme that was
broad enough to include a wide variety
of subjects but would still tie every piece
together," the art show's co-director
Cam Davis said.
Judging took place on April 14 with
cash prizes awarded to the top winners
in each category. Executive director of
information services Maurice Zaffke
judged each piece according to its
appropriateness to the theme and other
more technical aspects.
"He has a background in art that

brings an element of expertise to the
judging process," Sandra Oughton, coorganizer of the art show, said.
The show opened on April 14 with an
awards program followed by a small
reception. First place winners are Kevin
Fry in the drawing category, Jared Mink
for his painting and David Lo in photography. Senior Kari Klous won two first
place awards for her entry in computer
graphics and for her mosaic chess table
in the three-dimensional category.
Klous also placed third in the photography category.
Second and third place winners for
the categories were Clinton Bauman,
Jennifer Bowers, Mark Cox, Daryl
Calfee, Alejandro Gutierrez, Sarah
Speer, Seth Nickerson, Allison Fields
and Robert Hall.
There were only a few entries in the
three-dimensional group but they were
all very impressive," Oughton said.
Communication studies professors
Oughton and Davis were pleased with

the turnout of student entries. While
some were required to enter a piece for
a class, others entered things they had
worked on outside of class.
"I think it is cool for students to be
able to display their work and be
rewarded for their talents," senior Dan
Warren, who entered a piece in photography, said.
Overall, the art show's organizers
and judges agree that the work submitted gets better every year. While
artistic freedom has not been heavily
acknowledged in the past, many students and faculty hope that events like
the art show will continue to gain popularity in the coming years.
Some students' artwork is for
sale. According to senior Seth Nickerson, the school wants to buy one
of the computer images he made of
construction workers standing on scaffolding. "They want to get student artRHIANNON BERRY
work and artwork in general on the
COMPUTER ART — This picture by Junior Allison Fields
walls of DeMoss," Nickerson said.
received the third place award in computer graphics.

GRADUATION: Mims to speak

5k: Jones deems it successful

Continued from page 1

Continued from page 1

The speaker for baccalaureate will be Dr. Gene
Mims. Mims is the President of LifeWay Church
Resources and an LU Board of Trustee member.
Mims grew up in Appomattox, Va. He graduated
from Virginia Tech where he received his Bachelor
of Arts degree in political science, and then he graduated from Southwestern Baptist Seminary where
he received both his master of divinity degree and
his doctor of ministry degree.
Mims has served as pastorfor several different
churches in Virginia, Tennessee, Alabama and
Texas.
Mims started working at LifeWay 12 years ago
and currently leads the Knowledge and Channel
Management, Church Ministry Solutions. Church
Relations and the Performance areas of LifeWay. He

also writes Sunday school lessons for LifeWay and has written several books.
Mims and his wife Ann
MIMS
have two children, Jeffrey, who
is in seminary and newly married and Marianne,
who is a junior here Liberty and a member of SGA
President Clark Jones' cabinet.
Mims, Jerry Spencer and Samuel Thomas will
be awarded honorary degrees the night Mims
speaks. Mims will be awarded an honorary Doctor
of Literature degree. Spencer will be awarded an
honorary Doctor of Divinity degree and Thomas will
be awarded an honorary Doctor of Humanities
degree.
So now that you know whom you will be listening to, all you have to do now is wait.

not have asked for better results.
"The whole thing was very successful for the second year in a
This late-night event also fearow. I was able to delegate respontured entertainment for non-runners. The band Jericho Giants per- sibility to folks who will be here for
the next year or two so I am superformed for the crowd of spectators
confident that this event will grow
during the race.
and be even more successful in the
Refreshments were also served
future. The key is to discover stucourtesy of Sodexho.
"We had great participation from dent needs; to find things that peothe students. People were standing ple want and enjoy and capitalize
outside of their dorms cheering the on them," Jones said.
runners on and there were tons of
Ultimately, Jones is pleased with
the student involvement. He is ,
people at the finish line," Jones
said.
proud to organize an event that students take such pleasure in and
The event was over around 2
a.m. and for Jones and his cabinet, hopes that future SGA members will
do the same.
who planned the event, they could

Knowing the Tim
Wednesday, April 24 ^ 2:30 p.m. in
DeMoss Hall 1113
•He comes to recognize the dedication and
grand opening of the new debate facilities
•There will be a Question & Answer Time

GRADUATION
ANNOUNCEMENTS
CHAMPION STYLE

1658 Graves Mill Rd.
www.brownstoneproperties.com

Give your friends a
graduation
congratulations
they won't forget!
CALL
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The Liberty

Thoughts on the new DeMoss
Three years ago, students were shown pictures of the future
Arthur S. DeMoss Learning Center. We laughed. We did not think
that Liberty University could build something that actually had architectural value. Coffee House parodied the building project, looking
forward 10 years from now when the building is still in its beginning
stages.
I mean, come on, look at the school's track record on this. For
instance, the "temporary" dorms on the circle have been here for
more than 20 years. Those circle has been nicknamed the trailer park
by many students.
And, my personal favorite, the Hangar. We were told we were going
to get a food court. We assumed from that (yes, I know what happens
when you assume) that we would have one like big schools, complete
with a fast food restaurant and all that. Instead, we got Marriott II.
Not that I'm complaining all that much. IVe spent lots of money for
lunches in the Hangar and have enjoyed them, but it's still not quite
what we pictured when it was first explained. The name of the building even came because students were complaining that the building
looked more like an airplane hangar than a food court.
We stand corrected. The new DeMoss Learning Center is almost
completely finished. With the exception of landscaping the front
and/or making a parking lot in front, the building looks great. People
from Lynchburg have commented that they are impressed with what
Liberty has done with DeMoss.
Despite the problems the building project has caused—the
muddy floors, the lack of parking spaces, etc.—most students are
thrilled that Liberty is starting to look like a "real college." The problems with the mud, the parking, etc., are a small price to pay for bigger and better classrooms, faculty offices and library.
L.L.
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It feels like an eternity ago that I first
stepped onto this campus. I'll never forget the
emotional weekend I decided to attend Liberty. My youth pastor brought a few of us
from the youth group down to check Liberty
out. Almost from the moment we pulled into
the parking lot, I felt that this was the place
for me. And four years later I still know that
God brought me here. And now I know more
about why He did. I can honestly say that I
am not the same person I was when I arrived
here.
I had my whole life planned out, and Liberty was definitely not included in my plans. I
was going to attend a state school, do all the
things I thought college students were supposed to do and go off to the Big Apple to
become the next Barbara Walters. I hadn't
included God in any of my plans. Yes, I was a
Christian, and most people would say a
pretty strong one, but my idea of what a good
Christian was back then isn't the same as it is
now. I have learned what it means to be a real
Christian from the example of many here at
Liberty. I'm not going to pretend that I have
not been disappointed and disillusioned by
people while I've been here. But I learned a
long time ago, and try hard to remember, not
to put my hope in people. People will always
let you down, but God will not.
I would like to use my last column to thank
some important people who have made an
impact on my life in the past four years. One
person in particular has impacted my life
tremendously—Mrs. Deborah Huff. I have
spent more time with you than with any other
professor here. I have seen you in many
roles—wife, mother, friend, professor and

Red addiction, you've definitely kept me
adviser. You have taught me so much both
laughing and have offered a shoulder and an
about journalism and what it means to be a
ear when I've needed it most. Stay away from
Christian in this field.
You have stood up and fought for this staff those crosswalks next year buddy!
Thanks to other people that mean a lot to
many times. We are better people because of
me and generally put up with me:
your investment in our lives.
Angie Cooper—my "foxy" roomYou have truly helped us "to
mate. We have only lived in our phat
learn something new that we
crib for almost a year now, but we
can use for His glory."
have already made so many memoI'd also like to thank my
ries. Sheetz runs, our love for truckstaff. I couldn't have asked
ers and their honking and who could
for a better or more different
forget our Bon Jovi moves and our
group of people to work with.
remixes to songs? Here's to annoying
Spending as much time
our neighbors even more!
together as we did and still
Lorraine—my best friend. Even
being friends is a difficult
dianabell
though you haven't been here for my
feat, but we did it.
senior year physically, you've been
Special thanks to Elaine
Pecore. What would I have done without you? here in spirit. Thank God for cell phones! I
always felt better after our talk.s whether I
You were there to guide me every step of the
was relating some hilarious experience or
way and in the process you became a close
sharing my struggles and symptoms of my
friend. Whether it was our many talks about
severe case of senioritis. I knew you would he
guys and how we wish we knew how their
thinking about me and praying for me.
minds work (what was that about bringing
arranged marriages back?!) or our long drives Thanks for the encouragement and for proving that long-distance friendships work.
to Charlottesville and Culpeper, I'm thankful
for our friendship.
Last, but definitely not least, my family.
Without their love, support, prayers, praise,
Chris Sheppard—my right-hand woman
faith and encouragement, I couldn't have gotand proud Colombian. You have taught this
ten through these last four years. They never
white girl from West Virginia so much about
failed to encdurage me that I could do it,
culturel Thanks for making the many, many
late nights spent in the Champion office out- whatever "it" was at the moment. Remember,
rageously fun. See you at the World Journal- when I came home from that weekend and
ism Institute. Maybe we'll witness a "miracle!" said that I was going to Liberty? Thanks for
the faith and prayers that it took to get me
Fish—Our drama queen! I'm glad you
here. The first Bell to graduate from college—I
never went through with your daily threat of
hope I always make you proud of me. I love
"I quit." From deep discussions and story
you!
time to Emode quizzes and a shared Code

Last rites: senior Opinion editors bid farewell

Policies
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Free at last! Free at last! Thank
God Almighty. We are free at last!

A fond look back at the Bell administration

••
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Daryl Calfee

I have never graduated from college. My hands have never held a
diploma on the left and Dr. Falwell's on theright.My limbs are a
stranger to black hooded gowns.
Monthly house payments have never been paid. Medical insurance
has one less victim. New car keys have never disappeared in the bottomless Versace purse IVe never purchased.
ABC New York knows not the presence of my
employment. Dan Rather has never become
enraged at my conservatism. Katie Couric and I
have never exchanged business cards.
Diamonds do not yet embrace my fingers or
Hawaii beaches foregone my sand-littered
toes. The white picket fence is still at a distance. Never has a baby kicked the walls of
my pregnancy-stretched stomach.
Oceans remain Johanna-uncharted.
A blank passport anticipates my
mugshot. History-smoothed pyramids
have never sensed my Gen X invasion.
Paris runways are still naive of my brand
of thrift-store fashion.
Children who have yet to be born have not yet learned Truth by my
Sunday school lesson. I have never hosted a tupperware, Mary Kay or
engagement party. Wrinkles do not yet surface in the mirror.
My Bible is highlight-laden but still unworn by pet hair, kid scribble and late-night tears. People I have yet to meet are presently lost.
Future joys and pains have not abrased my heart. Middle age is
light-years away. The sting of arthritis is a mystery.
I do not comprehend love a half-century long. I am ignorant of casket—closed sorrow. Gasping for my last breath is foreign. Knowing
that I wouldn't have changed a thing is still to be seen. My Savior's
eyes have never met mine.
But I have 18 days to prepare. I pray the rest will follow suit.
"Therefore we do not lose heart. Though outwardly we are wasting
away, yet inwardly we are being renewed day by day. For our light and
momentary troubles are achieving for us an eternal glory that far outweighs them all. So we fix our eyes not on what is seen, but on what is
unseen. For what is seen is temporary, but what is unseen is eternal."
-2 Corinthians 4:16-18

"Don't make plans and then ask for the Lord's approval. Ask God
to direct your planning." I read this quote in the little devotional God
is in the Small Stuffby Bruce Bickel and Stan Jantz about a month
ago. It was around the same time that my senioritis was starting to
kick in. The quote stood out to me because it sums up my college
experience.
I'm a bit of a control freak. I worry a lot. I'm an unintentional perfectionist. I try to do things to the fullest, even if it
means sacrificing my social life, family and health. When I
started college, my daytime planner became the book that
guided my life. So, academics have been my priority for
four years, and it has taken me this long to finally understand that this isn't the way God wants me to live. I'm
just beginning to put my priorities into perspective.
One of the questions from the beloved 8 a.m. assessment testing earlier this month was one that ranked
how I would look back on my college experience. The
choices were something along the lines of either fond
LaWSOII memories or dissatisfaction. I wish I could have
answered "none of the above." For me, the college experience isn't about your GPA, how many friends you think you made or
the wild things you did, it's not even about Liberty University. It's
about walking through God's refinery for you for four years and coming out changed. It's about growing out of another stage in your life.
It's about the opportunities you took when you knew that you couldn't
handle them, but that God could. College was hard. It hurt. I won't
look back happy or unhappy.
"I willringthe one-third through the fire, will refine them as silver
is refined, and test them as gold is tested. They will call on My name,
and I will answer them. I will say, This is My people;' and each one
will say, The Lord is my God,'"(Zech. 13:9). God has challenged me a
lot this semester, and last week I felt like I couldn't handle much more.
I called my mom in tears, feeling like a big baby, to tell her how ready I
was to graduate. She assured me that I wasn't a big baby. That, in
fact, she was proud of me. "Proud of what?" I asked. "For doing it
Igoing to collegel, and doing it well," she answered.
That's all I needed to hear. "Every branch in Me that does not bear
fruit He takes away; and every branch that bears fruit He prunes, that
it may bear more fruit," (John 15:2). I know it's not over, but this is
one four-year phase of pruning that I can look back on and hopefully
move on from. I'm ready to go bear more fruit.

SPEAKUP What happens when you leave LU single?

[1 A11
1
I
1
* i

"Buy a patrol boat to sail
down the Mississippi in
eight and a half days."

"Grow old. Get fat.
by myself."

"I guess I should try to
get one before I go." •

The same thing that is
going on right
now...absolutely
nothing."

"If I left LU single, I'd be
really rich, although disappointed."

—David Carey, Jr.
Terre Haute, Okla.

—Mikey Britton, Sr.
Lutherville, Md.

—Tevy Yaung, Sr.
Cambodia

—Alejandro Guteirrez.Sr.
Miami, Fla.

—Derek Murrell, Fr.
Billerica, Ma.

This isn't something that
I would want to happen,
but a wise woman once
said, There isn't just a
handful of women out
there, there's a land
full."
—Donald Hardison, Fr.
Roanoke, Va.

"If you leave Liberty single, you should stay that
way because you won't
find a much better selection."
—Steve Bartlett, So.
Vineland, N.J.
photos by Mike Troxel
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Commentary
School: separation of student and faith

Christian pop: uplift or downfall?
Screaming guitars. Crashing cymbals.
The syncopated thud of amplified bass
that threatens to halt pacemakers. The
unfamiliar listener hears little more than
gibberish proceedingfroma hyperactive
singer who grips the microphone and glares at the audience. The crowd sways and
jumps in unison as if hypnotized by the pulsating
rhythm of their favorite
songs.
Some would question
whether ministry is ever possible in such environments.
Others contend that what was created by
"evil doers" should be left for evil doers to
enjoy. And at first glance I have to admit
that such concerns appear semi-legitimate. After all, those crazy people on
stage are playing electric guitars (with
distortion no less) and that syncopation
stuff—didn't that come from African
tribal music used to celebrate child sacrifice? Do the kids even know what they
are singing? And, of all things, they're
dancing!
Yes, at first impression one might presumably concoct such grievances. But if
they stayed long enough, they just might
hear something that possesses a power
capable of silencing the most cynical
skeptics. Imagine the following scenario.
As the music fades, a chorus of voices
gradually raises to match the volume of
the previously blaring speakers. "There's
no life away from you" they belt with
unbridled enthusiasm, eyes closed

hands raised, hearts open. They proclaim
the truth with uninhibited passion.
The critic's response is an "I don't
understand" disguised by an "I just don't
aeree with it." Honestlv. I have never
understood why God works the
way He does or why God uses
the methods He uses, but my
inability to comprehend does not
make the truth any less true.
How arrogant we humans are
to presume that what doesn't
entertain us or doesn't meet our
nitpicky list of petty standards is
any less an instrument of the
Almighty. Remember that God used a
donkey to rebuke Balaam. That God used
a harlot to open the doors to the
Promised Land. That Jesus established
an uncouth, uneducated, relentlessly
stubborn fisherman as the foundation of
His church. And most of all, realize that
God uses us even in spite of our frequent
disobedience.
It doesn't make sense in our ant-like
brains, but it is nevertheless true: God
uses what we cannot comprehend to
accomplish beyond what we can imagine.
God utilizes the reproachable as vessels
for the inconceivable. You and I. Sinners.
Outcasts. Once enemies of the King of
the universe, now filled with the power
that raised Christ from the dead. It seems
ridiculous. But I praise God my mental
capacity does not determine the veracity
of reality. Omnipotence endows the ruler
the absolute authority to act perpendicularly to the whims of His subjects.

aaronskinner

Chao Liberty University, Hola real world
received my first assignment as a reporter.
How do I cram three years' worth of
memories into this space? I have a long list Why you thought I would make a good news
editor, 111 never quite know, but thank you
of people for whom I am grateful for knowfor giving me this opportunity. IVe learned
ing, flhere is another list of people who if I
so muchfromyour classes and your life.
ever see again after graduation I will run
You are a wonderful example of a mother,
Ihem over with my Kia Rio and smile.)
Here are my thanks in somewhat alpha wife and journalist. Thank you.
betical order:
•Juan Carlos Lagares: Did
•Angie Acosta and Crystal
you honestly think 1 could pass
Lopes: What shall I say my evil
up this opportunity? I'll be nice
ones? While your corruption of
and not mention... You are one
me is nearing completion, I
of the few males in this world
believe the Fifth Amendment
that does not confuse me.
prevents mefrombeing able to
Thanks for the random hugs
share my memories here.
and for slopping by the office to
say hi. It meant a lot.
•Diana Bell: I don't think
•Dr. David Towles: I learned
being on the Champion would chrissheppard
so much more than Spanish
have been as much fun if you
from you. After seeing you and Mrs. Towles
weren't there. Whether it was our shared
addiction to Code Red, scouring the Internet together, I have seen what a marriage
for pics of Ben Affleck, our love for "The Fast should be. Thank you for being such a godly
example of what a husband can be. Also,
and the Furious," IM-ing each other even
thank you for always encouraging me.
though we were right next to each other or
desperately searching for the Wendy's
•Christina Wade: 1 can just imagine what
speaker, you made those long weekends
you will say when you see your name here:
more memorable and a little easier. You
"Oh dear." You have always told me what 1
have become more than just my editor; you needed to hear, not just what I wanted to
have become a truefriend.Thanks Doodle. hear. You have challenged, encouraged,
chastised, taught, laughed and never
• Mattie Gordon: You have been at my
judged me. Thank you for being there and
side for almost every COMS class I have
taken. You have also stressed out, laughed for listening.
and generally drove our teachers crazy with
•Various teachers: Scott Baker, Dr.
me. From the 220 project (where it all
David Brown, Cam Davis, James Pickering,
started, cowabunga cream bars and Tom),
Dr. Steven Troxel—you have endured some
to COM'S' 234, to the stick pigs and
combination of Mattie Gordon, Diana Bell
demonic Southern wolf of 333, to 341 and
and 1 (a.k.a the triplets or the giggly specialbeing the only ones laughing, to calling Dr. ed-junior-high girls) in your classes and are
Troxel repeatedly for 473,1 have a treasure sull teaching. That alone is deserving of
chest full of memories that I will leave with. some type of award. I have learned much
And that's justfromclasses! 1 will never be from your classes. You go the extra mile in
able to watch "Mission: Impossible 2" (what all your classes. Thank you.
is this-a Finesse commercial?) or look at
And so it ends. Future COMS students,
Larry the Cucumber in the same way again. please note that the left corner of the table in
Long live the WlB's!!
SH 100 is sacred. Please treat it accordingly.
•Deborah Huff: 1 think we both remember how nervous and scared I was when 1

I.

The long-standing debate over the sep- student on her own intiative began pray- ous infraction on Kayla's freedom.
Maragno reported under oath that
aration of church and state will bring
ing and was subsequently silenced. Our
Kayla's prayer took place during snack
another case to federal court this week.
religious freedom has not been endantime. What kind of distraction from
This case, however, is different in that it
gered by years of religious neutrality, in
involves the silencing of a five-year-old
instruction might the school's lawyers
any way like this new anti-religious
student, Kayla Broadus, who was
have been referring to? Surely, they have
approach does.
hushed by her teacher Lori
Growing numbers of polit- never sat in on kindergarten snack time if
Maragno for audibly praying
they mean to allege that Kayla was robical activists have begun to
over her snack.
bing her companions of an important
agree with the New York
No longer is the controschool board, citing that reli- part of their education. Kayla's teacher
versy over mandated prayer.
gion has no place in the pub- obviously did not take into consideration
Instead, school officials from
the timing of her prayer. Instead, it was
lic arena. Their approach,
upstate New York have acted
the mere nature of a religious demonstrahowever, does not support
to stop the simple presence of
the separation of church and tion that incited her censorship.
religious expression, albeit
This approach to the separation of
state. It is actually the intestudent led, in public schools.
church and state claims that it is uncongration of church and state
beneppard
stitutional to permit religion to exist
The separation of church
as the government begins to
within a school setting, and it is the
and state has become a funplay a greater and greater
damental principle of American law,
school's responsibility to stop religious
role in students' personal lives by manwhich despite its constant publicity has
dating where reli - / / —————————————————" expression
continued to be largely misunderstood,
gion can be exer• Federal judges have moved so within its
so much so that many Americans miswalls. To
cised. In effect,
takenly believe that it is a part of the Con- these activists, who that the separation of church
the constitution. On the contrary, the idea of the claim to be defend- and state now demands that
trary, the
separation of church and state first
ing the separation
school systems keep from favor- Constituappeared in a letter by Thomas Jefferson of church and
tion was
discussing his fears regarding a "statedesigned to
ing any worldview
state, are accomchurch."
plishing what they
^ — — —; — —
77 protect our
religious freedom.
claim to be stopping. They are strengthJefferson's intent was not to ban reliThe popular opinion today, however, is
ening the tie between churh and state by
gion from the American government, or
that the public demonstration of one's
its school system, as evidenced by his ref- increasing government control over the
faith is a sign of intolerance toward otherences to God in the Declaration of Inde- our religious freedoms.
ers, therefore no one should be allowed to
pendence and the inclusion of Bible readThis is nowhere more obvious than in
ings in the school curriculum used durthe Broadus case, where no longer is it an infringe on other's rights in such a fashion. In other words, the Constitution has
ing his time as the superintendent of the
issue of whether teachers can lead
Washington, D.C. school system.
prayer, but whether students can pray of been twisted to mean exactly the opposite
of what it says.
their own accord. Broadus was stopped
Jefferson's original intent, however,
from
offering
the
simple
prayer,
"God
is
The activists' conclusion is that tolerhas long disappeared under subsequent
great.
God
is
good.
Thank
you,
God
for
ance
is necessary in every case except in
court rulings. Federaljudges have moved
my food," without thought to her religious regards to religious groups who they
so that the separation of church and
freedom.
regard as intolerant. Thus in the name of
state now demands that school systems
tolerance, the public schools have
keep from favoring any worldview. I
Once lawyers for the Broadus case
understand this, and admit that we canbecome intolerant of religious expression
filed charges, school officials softened
not ignore years of legal rulings, which
and equally intolerant of a little girl who
their stand, issuing a statement that as
prohibit teachersfromencouraging
long as Kayla avoided disrupting her
says her prayers over her cupcake.
prayer or any other religious activity.
classmates during instruction she could
pray. This is a weak excuse for an obviThis case is diffrent, however, in that
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ACROSS
1. Extremely angry
6. Rhymes with "tea"
9. To do wrongly
14. Too to quit"
15. Sphere
16. Pliable twig
17. Shores toward which wind blows
19. 1000 kilograms
20. Arid region
21. lam (contraction)
22.
what
23. Urine component
24. Main section of church
26. Morning (Abbrv.)
28. Belonging to present
33. Spanish chaperone
37. Honest
38. Medieval monsters
39. To make stout
43. Stray
45. Syrup made from barely or almonds
46. Mark of separation
52. Mother
53. The kissing disease
54. Tangelo
i
57. Exists
59. Father
60. Swastika
63. Immaculate
65. Foul-smelling nitrogenous substances
68. Mysterious
69. Water (French)
70. Noisy fight

71. Sod
72. Picas
73. Inner shrine (pi.)
DOWN
1. Sick
2. Tall, woody grass
3. Awry
4. Wearing
5. Inhaled anesthetic
6. Entrance
7. Before
8. Not present
9. Reason for an action
10. Has same atomic weight as other compounds
11. Misdeed
12. Lairs
13. Chocolate cookie with creamfilling
18. Mineral
25. Atomic #85
26. Summed
27. Guillemot
29. Chopping tool
30. Blind

27

9

•

13

19

• 2B
35

39

22

30

(
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31

32

l37

36

44

•

41
^m 45

50

53
58

12

16

,
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46

11

m

U
43

10

21

34

33

57

B

20
a

26

7

52

•
55

^M 59

61

62

63
66

69

Jl

H

E
73
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35.
36.
40.
41.
42.
44.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
55.
56.
57.
58.
61.
62.
64.
66.
67.

Opposite of "yes"
Indefinite article
Two, too or
This that
Make ugly
Plural of "I"
Worsen
Groaned
or out
Hairpiece
Reddish
Sports facility
Camel relative
Freezes
Whole bunch
Just one
The Eastern European Trust (Abbrv.)
Epoch
Scottish hat
Ocean

Be the first to turn
in this week's crossword puzzle correctly completed and
win a large pizza
and drinks from the
Hangar (toppings
are extra). Bring it
by the Champion
office
inDH
1035.

/

'
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picks of the week
• 4/26 "Starry Night" — Junior/Senior Banquet

• 4/27 Hawaiian Luau.
Join us In celebrating the Aslan/Paclflc Islander Heritage
Month on Saturday, April 27 at 7 p.m. on the MISO Lawn.
Call ext. 2688 for more Information.

Come out for the Junior/senior banquet. Held at the
Historic Hotel Roanoke. Tickets are $26. Contact Carrie
Barnhouse for more information. 6 p.m.

• 4/25-27 "Godspell."
Check out Linda Nell Cooper's version of the Broadway
smash. Lloyd Auditorium In the Fine Arts Building. 7 p.m.
Tickets are $5 for students.

• 4/26 Academy of Music Preview.
Academy of Music Preview: Welcome Home Faith Prince.
Cafe Cabaret. Studio Theatre Academy. 8pm. Admission.
(434) 846-8499.

Lmfeityg J^&c &m%etf\iig djg&ev&ytr-Zee d^W&C?
Tired of the same old thing every night in the dining hall? Running out of money in the Hangar? Try out some of
these fun and unique recipes with your friends in the cafeteria or come up with your own. Just try adding new things
to an old favorite to add some variety to your meals.
Pasta Salad

Bagel Pizza

You will need:

You will need:

pasta

pepporoni

tomatoes

shredded cheese

shredded cheese

pizza sauce

Italian salad dressing

bagel

bacon bits

Get a plate of the pasta being served

pizza sauce and sprinkle shredded

that day.

cheese on top. Toss a few slices of

shredded cheese and bacon bits to

pepporoni on top. Put it in the

your preference.

microwave for about 3 0 seconds.

Finally, add Italian

You will need:

1 scoop ice cream

1/2 cup frozen yogurt,

2 slices of bread

preferably chocolate or

hot fudge

vanilla
butter

Put the scoop of ice cream in

2 tablespoons chocolate

between 2 slices of bread.

chips

The 4

corners of the bread slices should
David shape.

Squish the bread

Combine all ingredients in a small

ing away any ice cream that oozes

bowl and stir.

out.

Place in a bowl and enjoy with

hot fudge sauce.

Peanutty

in

Salad

You will need:
1 spoonful of shredded cheese
1 spoonful of shredded carrots
1 carton of french fries, cut in half
1/4 cup of honey mustard
1 cup of lettuce
4 small round tomatoes
1 cup turkey cut into small pieces
How to make it:
First, take one cup of lettuce and
spread it around on a plate. Then
take the cup of turkey deli meat and
slice in into small pieces and place over
the lettuce. Cut the french fries in
half. Spread these over the turkey
and lettuce. Then add the cheese and
carrots. Place the tomatoes on the
corner of the plate. Add honey mustard to give it an added boost.

Contributed by Marianne Mimms

Contributed by Christine Koech

Banana
Waffle

Pineapple Smoothie

You will need:

You will need:

Rice Krispy Treats

Waffle batter

"""^

soft serve vanilla frozen yogurt

1/2 cup crushed

1-2 tablespoons sugar

peanuts

pineapple juice

1/2 cup peanut butter
1 banana

How to make it:

scoop of whipped cream

Fill a glass 1/2-3/4 full with frozen
yogurt.

Add sugar and fill the cup

How to make it:

1/4 of the way with pineapple juice.

Make a Belgian waffle, adding

Mix with a spoon and enjoyl

crushed peanuts to the batter before
you put the lid down on the grill

Contributed by Laurie
Williams

When waffle is finished, take it off

marshmallows
Rice Krispies
butter
How t o make it:
Grab 2 bowk (preferably not styrofoam as it will melt in the
microwave).

Fill 1 bowl with marsh-

mallows and fill the other with Rice
Krispies.

Add a big spoonful of but-

ter to the marshmallows.

Stick the

microwave for about 3 - 5 minutes or

Slice a

until the marshmallows and butter are

banana into thin disks and place on
top of the peanut butter.

You will need:

bowl of marshmallows in the

the iron and cover it with a thin
layer of peanut butter.

How to make it:

around the ball like a snowball, scoopContributed by Diana Bell

Contributed by Kate Boylan

Turkey Fry

1/2 cup granola

cross each other to make the Star of

salad dressing to make a wonderful
summer pasta salad.

You will need:

How to make it:

Cut bagel in half. Slather it with

Add diced tomatoes,

Mariannes Yummy
Yogurt

1 tablespoon peanut

How to make it:
How to make it:

Ice cream crouton
sandwich

melted.

Plop a

Mix the contents of both

bowls together.

scoop of whipped cream on top and

Presto-you have

hot, homeade Rice Krispy treats.

sprinkle on peanuts for a finishing
touch.

Contributed by Lee Ann Livesay

Contributed by: Julleanna Outten
Contributed by Rebecca Solis

my column or something else and all of a sudden,
the computer freezes and I have to start again. Of
course, it also has to happen either late Sunday
night or Monday morning when I am the most
exhausted and am rushing to try to get everything done for the Monday noon deadline. Oh, by
the way, good luck to the new staff.
Second, and yes, I have to vent about this, Is
I've spent days trying tofigureout what 1
should write for my final column as Llfel editor of the whole concept that one has to meet their
the Champion. Ifinallydecided on sarcasm as my mate here at Liberty. And the best part about this
is, the closer 1 get to graduation, the more
loquacious friend Andrew told me that, "Sappy
people there are who are trying to hook
lasts for a day, but sarcasm will last forever."
me up. It seems that it doesn't really
Beyond that, I Intend to avoid tears, especially
matter with whom, Just as long as I
my own, while this is being read and/or written.
We have 18 days until graduation. After that, 1 can leave Liberty saying that I have a
boyfriend.
am Canada-bound for a week and then when I
It all goes back to Drs. Falwell and
return, I head home, never to return to Liberty (at
Lovett saying during our first weeks
least, as a student).
How can 1 sum up the last four years of my life here that the place to find your spouse Is
Liberty. Lovett even quotes Scripture
in the next 800 or so words? They've been greatl
But there are a few things that I believe necessary (out of context) to back up this
theory. It's been Ingrained
to say now or hold my peace forever about.
1 have enjoyed working on the paper this year. into the heads of students,
most particularly the
It has been a learning experience. I have had to
female of the species,
learn how to use Macintosh computers, which
that unless you leave
are Just enough different from PCs that they are
insanely annoying. In addition to the fact that the Liberty attached to
ones we have to the Champion office are three or someone, there is something wrong. 1 am very
four years old and they like to randomly freeze,
generally when you haven't saved your work for a happy to have suceeded
while. It's almost Inevitable. I get on a role writing In getting through Lib-

leeannlivesay

"So long, farewell, aid
wiedersehen, goodbye."

erty without having dated anyone.
Another source of contention is Ignorance.
Some of my friends get on my case for using this
word, because, like many others, they were misunderstanding what the word means. Ignorance
means lack of knowledge. It Is not an Insult all
the time. I loathe people who are ignorant about
something, yet continue to talk about It like they
know what they are talking about.
And then there are those who use big words in
an attempt to sound intelligent. They typically
fall, because they use the right word in the
wrong place or the wrong word in the right
place. If you are going to use a big word, at
least know what it means. I think that
Solomon wrote something to this effecWn
Proverbs 17:28 "Even a fool, when he
holdeth his peace, Is counted wise: and he
that shutteth his lips is esteemed a man of
understanding." In other words, if you
don't know what you're talking
about, don't speakl
Okay, enough venting
about all the things that have
bothered me in the last four
years. Because this is supposed to be a farewell column,
and because some of my
friends love to see their names
in print, I will tell them all
goodbye.

Mary Beth, Tara and Daneal — girls, it's been
too much fun! Between trips to the bank, the tanning bed and everywhere else, weVe gotten to
know each other very well. Have fun next year
and try not to miss me too much.
Bets — have fun in Minneapolis! Be good and
don't give Paul too much of a hard time.
The gang from church and Bible study — Kristen, Rachel C , Jared, Seth, Paula, Ryan, David,
Sam, Rachel S., Levi, Adam, Matt, Emily, Heather
and anyone else I left out, Bible study has been
so much lun. I'm glad IVe gotten to know you all.
I know you will all desperately miss me, but you'll
get over it I'm sure. Besides, I'll be back!
To the people In the Registrar's Office — I've
spent altogether too much time In that office. I've
enjoyed working with you all.
And then there are a multitude of people who
I'll most definitely miss. Many professors— Mrs.
Huff, Dr. Vandegriff, Dr. Troxel, Dr. Scott, Dr.
Nutter — have taught me a lot (both in and out of
class) and I have appreciated the time they've
spent encouraging me and helping me out
To others of my friends here — Clark, J.C.,
Tim, Brian, Josh, Katie, Heather, Emily, Leslie,
Charity and myriads of others who shall remain
nameless—goodbye and good luck. 1 wish you the
best in ufe!
To everyone else: make the most of your years
at Liberty. Never, never, never give up (says Dr.
Falwell).
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Newsboys fans will "Thrive" on new album
By Caleb Knapton, reportel

Sara Ann Torgerson
Hometown: Sanford, N.C.
Major: Exercise Science.
Favorite day of the week: Saturday.
Favorite movie: Legally Blonde.
What do you do when no one is
watching? Talk to myself and sing.
Least favorite chore: None. I like to
clean.
Words to live by: Be yourself!
Accomplishment you are most
proud of: Getting through a year of
anatomy.
Most treasured material possession: My blankie.
My worst habit: Twirling my hair.
Describe your ideal Saturday afternoon: Laying at the beach with my
friends.
What I do in my free time: Read my
Bible, talk, sleep and just hang out.
Pet peeves: Cocky guys.
First thing I notice about people: If
they can smile.
If I could trade places with anyone
for a day it would be: Kelly, on
"Regis and Kelly"
Something I collect: Pigs.
Best thing my parents taught me:
To always treat people the way you
want them to treat you.
•Complied by Josh Campbell, reporter

f J ne of the most familiar sounds In Christian
\^r
music has to be the Newsboys. They have
consistently brought us their unique sound for 12
years and running. The band has gone through
many personnel changes, but they have managed to
stay strong In a very difficult industry. The Newsboys threw everyone a curve ball with their last
original album, "Love Liberty Disco," venturing into
a new style of music. Now that they've gotten that
out of their system, the boys return with the sureto-be top-selling album "Thrive."
"Thrive" Is a very solid album, with 10 all-out pop
songs and no fillers. The sounds of many of the
songs may seem the same to most people, but
Newsboys fans will love them all. "It Is You" Is the
band's only offer of a modern worship song, something that seems to be a requirement for all albums
these days. And like most modern praise music, It
has extremely simple lyrics and redundant "praise
music catch-phrases." It does, however, have a good
sound to it and is worth listening to.
One song in particular boasts originality and
uniqueness. That song is "John Woo." The song
itself doesn't really make any sense, but the sound
is so different. Part of the song has a U2 sound,
part of it has a definite 80s feel, but the song as a
whole flows well and is very experimental. Some
people will love the song, while others will to find it
annoying, depending on if you are ready for something very different.
This album features the return of Steve Taylor, a
lyricist/songwriter/producer on most of the News-

boys' previous albums.
Taylor helped write all
of the band's past hits
and helps write most of
the songs on this
album. His witty and
sometimes silly lyrics
have become a Newsboys trademark, and
there's more of the
same on this record.
There are a lot of
good songs presented
to us on "Thrive" that
feature loads of earcatching guitar riffs
and melodic vocals.
The melodies throughout the record are all
original but feel familiar, all containing that
unique, Newsboysowned sound.
WWW.NEWSB0YS.COM I
The Newsboys keep
GOT NEWS? — The Newsboys continue to shine with their new album "Thrive."
themselves in a unique
position in the Christreally need a bigger fan-base in the Christian marian market. They have the beats, guitars, attitude
and talent to bring In large masses of fans, but they ket. The Newsboys are good at making fun songs
that will make for a great show at their concerts. I
consistently put that Euro-pop sound into all their
songs one way or another. This consistency is what would love to see these songs performed live, given
the Newsboys' high-energy shows. "Thrive" prokeeps many fans of harder sounds away. In other
videsthe patented Newsboys sound with fun songs,
words, the Newsboys might not bring in a big number of new fans with this album, although it is heav- great sounds, witty lyrics and even some new stuff
for those of you getting bored.
ier than their past albums. But it's not like they

pr°crastiNatioN: tHe cousge wajj <>F i f e
By Chad Kennedy, reporter

the work may get done either way, procrastination brings higher stress than i
work done in advance. Some students like the stress.
When asked his definition of procrastination, senior John Randolph asked,
"I seem to do better on my papers when I procrastinate because ft makes me
"Can I tell you later?"
Procrastination is a common student habit, but the end of the semester is no do the work fast without wasting time," freshman John Robinson said. Freshman Andy Huff agreed. He said, "Procrastination is a form of adrenaline. I do
time to put things off. Though daylight savings time and a stint of summer
better work under pressure." Even If some students view procrastination as benweather may make students want to put their work off and enjoy vacation
eficial, it is a hindrance to most, especially when a lot of work is due at once.
early, students should be aware of the procrastination trap.
Thankfully, the semester is not quite over. Even if students have procrasti"Procrastination is avoidance of the inevitable, while deceiving ourselves
into thinking that the work will be better at four o'clock in the morning," Junior nated all semester, they still have a couple of weeks to whip it into shape.
There are several ways students can maximize their, studying to make it
Kate Kresge said. College Learning Strategies (CLST) classes emphasize the
through crunch time.
point that daytime work hours are consisFirst, students should make a list. If a dark and gloomy cloud of homework
tently more productive than nighttime work
Is looming over your head, stop thinking about it. Write out each task accordhours.
ing to priorities and due dates, and check off the list one task at a time. WorrySome people do not see a differing about a mountain of homework never accomplishes anything, but setting
ence between
doing It now and clear goals and sticking to them can.
doing it later.
Next, study with other people. "Studying with a friend for exams can save a
"Procrastination lot of'mis-studying' you've done during the semester," Dr. Leonard Parker, who
is a circular pat- teaches CLST, advised. He acknowledges that it is hard for students to study
tern of reasonfor classes they have not paid attention in throughout the semester. Studying
ing. It's either
with someone may help students gain ground they may have lost.
fun now and
Third, take care of yourself. Studying on two hours of sleep or an empty
work later or
stomach is never productive. Do not get so committed to overcoming past prowork now and fun crastination that you put off taking care of yourself physically. Take breaks to
later. Either way
keep your mind from wandering and to eliminate repetition. Eat and sleep.
It all gets done,"
If procrastination has been a semester-long escape route, it does not have to
Junior Emily
be the way you end the semester. Get out of the trap while you still can. After
Woody said. While all, no one wants to put off vacation by going to summer school.

Sundi Donovan: Making a difference in everyday life
By Rachel Coleman, reporter

U

nderneath the teacher's mantle, there are unique
Individuals many students do not get the chance
tomeeL One professor at Liberty is striving to meet and
help as many students as she can, and in the process
seems to touch each of them in a special way with her
vibrant personality.
She started off as Miss Sundi Proctor, but is now Mrs.
Donovan. Sundi Donovan is an associate professor here
at Liberty University where she teaches five classes in
psychology full time, Including one honors course.
Sundi also counsels students when they come to her for
help.
Sundi wasn't always a professor or even Interested in
psychology. She started working as an accident investigator for the police department in Hollywood, Fla.
"I wanted to stay in police work," Sundi said, "but not
In a city department"
However, in order to move up, she needed a four-year
degree. At the time, she had her associates In Justice.
In 1992, Sundi came to Liberty tofinishher last two
years and get a bachelor of arts in social sciences. "I
wanted a general degree to go back to police work and
figured social sciences was a good degree to get," Sundi
said.
When she came, however, she met with Dr. Phil Captain who told her that she would lose a lot of credits if she
transferred in for the social sciences degree, but that if
she transferred in to psychology, almost every credit
would transfer.
"The more 1 took the classes, the more Interested I
became, and the more |I saw that) God was doing a work
in my life," Sundi said. "When I was in high school, God
called me to teach. As a police officer, I put God on the
shelf. Iranfrom1L But by the time 1 got my degree, God
had lovingly brought me Ixuk. I knew He didn't want me
In police work."

(

They're really my life," Sundi said.
"She's a great listener. I love her," Llndsey Hlldebrandt, one of Sundi's students, said. Hildebrandt
shared that many students love Sundi and think that
she Is "cute and a great teacher."
Any student who has had her for a class will
remember her well. She is by no means a giant, usually on eye-level of the average student sitting in class,
but her personality shines through her, making her
more substantial.
"Mrs. Donovan is a very dedicated teacher. She really
cares about whether or not you learn and come away
with something that you can apply to your life. And 1
think that is awesome because so many times people
just teach for the sake of teaching," Kristen MacNevin, a
senior and former student of Sundi's, said.
"I don't think it matters if I teach a subject if itdoesn't
make a difference in the students' lives. That's my goal.
Not to give definitions, although you need to learn them,
but it's 'now that you've learned it, so what?' Personal
application—it's my biggest thing," Sundi said.
In addition to helping students apply the concepts
they've learned to theirfives,Sundi attempts to help stuPHOTO PROVIDED
dents to be real in their lives as well. "What 1 want Is for
HERE'S TO YOU MRS. DONOVAN - Sundi Donvan is an
God to use metohelp peopletobe real—to know Him
psychology professor seeking to make a difference in
more," Sundi said.
students lives.
Sundi's students have noticed her commitment to
After she graduated, Sundi looked around at different them andtothe Lord. One student In particular, Tom
schools for her master's degree. In the end, however, she Donovan,tooknotice.
ended up remaining at Liberty and received her degree
"He stalled noticing things about me. I caught his
in 1998. "It Just so happened then that there was a part- eye. He said that he noticed that I had a passion for
what I do and a love for the Lord. But he couldn't do
time position available here at Liberty when I graduanything as a student. So hetoldme later that he began
ated," Sundi said with a smile.
to pray for me," Sundi said.
She started out with one class as a part-time professor m id has gradually worked her way up over the past
At the time, Mr. Donovan was an SLD and around the
few years to her full time position withfiveclasses. In
same age as Sundi and was known as a person with
addition to the increased class load, Sundi counsels stu- good character accordingtoSundi. Only after the
semester's end, however, did the two begantodate.
dents on her own time. "I like to meet with students.

"When the grades were in, then we went out for hot
chocolate and sat and talked for three hours at
Shakers. We shared with each other what God was
doing in ourfivesand had done, and itfit.It wasn't like
we hadtomake it fit," Sundi said.
- They both grewtoknow each other slowly over the
next couple of months, more through AOL Instant Messenger, e-mails and phone calls than anything else.
During that time, Sundi said they discussed and set
boundaries in theirrelationship,one being that they
would not kiss until they were married.
"I'm so glad that we did that It makes every kiss
mean something. The first kiss was on our wedding day,
and It made it so special," Sundi said.
In January of last year they began a courtship. They
both asked couplestomentor them while in the relationship. On April 11,2001 ,Mr. Donovan sat In on one of
her classes and raised his hand from the back of the
room. His question ended up being very unusual—he
asked hertomarry him.
In June they were married. "We would have delayed
it, but we were both older, praying, seeking counsel and
God was opening doors. We had our mentors ask the
hard questions, and they both separately gave blessing
on the marriage," Sundi said.
In the future, they would both lovetoteachon the collegiate level. Mr. Donovan is currently getting his masters In divinity. "In the summer we'd lovetotravel and
teach seminars or conferences onrelationshipIssues.
On the biblical roles of men and women," Sundi said.
Both of them, accordingtoSundi, have helped each
other before in this way, kind of tag-teaming the students. Sundi wantstoteachstudents about what God
wants for them inrelationshipsandtoencourage them
to be real and apply what they learntotheir lives.
"She's an exceptional person. 1 hold her in (he highest
esteem. If I wasn't so dead set on being an accountant,
she might coerce me into psychology," MacNevin said.
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Big South Champions
Men:
110m hurdles: Micah Brinkley
200m: Guifaly Christolin
400m: Chad Wilson
Pole Vault: Adam Williams
Long jump: Nick Anderson
Triple jump: Chad Wilson
Decathlon: Jordan Crawford

Women:
100m hurdles: Danielle McNaney
800m: Heather Sagan
1500m: Heather Sagan
5000m: Heather Sagan
High jump: Danielle McNaney
Pole Vault: Andrea Wildrick
Javelin: Kylene Helman
Heptathlon: Britton Bennett
4x100m relay: Janelle Sniffer, Kodi Pollard,
Christina Henry, Stephanie Walker
Men and Women's Coach of the Year:
Brant Tolsma

NINE TIMES-That's the
number of consecutive outdoor Big South championships the Track & Field
teams have won. This year
was no different, as the
Flames dominated the
events.
Paced by Heather Sagan
and Andrea Wildrick, the
women beat runner-up
Coastal Carolina 213476.
Coastal also placed second
on the men's side, 111
points behind Liberty, that
won with a score of 238Coastal's Mike Roden
was the only non-Liberty
athlete to win an award, as
Sagan, Wildrick and Guifaly
Christolin were named as
their sports' top performers.

2002yearbook
F U T U R E

P R E S E N T ,

Reserve your copy today for only $25.00, through May 16th, 2002.
Yearbook reps will be in the Vines Center after convocation this week,
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and Thursday.
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For more information
stpo|?y theYearbbdk Office in Building 13, Room 221
or call (434)582-2339.
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BASEBALL:

Blasts 11 homeruns in sweep vs. UNC-Asheville

Continued from page 10

In the bottom of the ninth
the Bulldogs threatened to
take the lead. Flames' relief
pitcher Steve Horstman
retired the first batter he
faced and then walked the
next two batters to put the
tying run at second and the
winning run at first.
Horstman had entered the
game In the seventh replacing
freshman relief pitcher Dave
Bechtold. who relieved sophomore starter Nat Ogborne.
The Flames brought In Knouse
to face the Bulldogs' center
fielder, Jake McConlga.
McConlga promptly rifled
the first pitch he saw down
the left field line, but the ball
fell Just foul.
Knouse eventually got
McConlga to pop up and the

Flames brought In their closer, Jonathan Schneider, to
get the last out of the game.
"We were thinking, 'Oh no,
here we go again'," Pastors
said. "But Kelly and
Schneider got us out of a
Jam."
Horstman earned the victory Improving to 3-2;.
Schneider picked up his
fourth save and Aaron
Rembert took the loss for the
Bulldogs dropping him to 1-2.
"That was a huge win and
It gave us some momentum
going Into the doubleheader,"
Pastors said.
The doubleheader lacked
the exciting ending that
Friday's game had, but the
Flames made up for It with a
fireworks display as they
pounded out 37 hits, Including 11 home runs, In the two

ing behind him [Jones]. He's
a gamer," Pastors said.
Liberty bashed the
Bulldogs with 20 hits, Including five home runs In the second game. "Their park plays
kind of small," Pastors said.
"But we hammered them."
The Flames' record now
stands at 21-17-1 and 9-6 in
the Big South. Ashevllle's
record dropped to 14-18 and
4-8.
"We've got a good chance
to get second place In the
conference," Pastors said.
Next week the Flames play
road games against Virginia
on Tuesday, April 23 and
Virginia Tech on Friday, April
26. The Flames host James
Madison April 24 on
Wednesday and Virginia Tech
on Saturday, April 27.

games.
The Flames also got strong
outings from starting pitchers
Alex Dooley and Jason Jones.
The Flames pounded out
17 hits, Including six home
runs, In the first game as
they pounded the Bulldogs 93. In the first game Dooley, a
senior, held the Bulldogs to
three runs on five hits over
seven and a third Innings.
Dooley Improved to 4-4 with
victory.
"Dooley pitched well,"
Pastors said. "He kept the
ball down and hit his spots."
In the second game,
Jones, a sophomore, went the
distance for the Flames, surrendering Just one run on
five hits and one walk. Jones
Improved to 9-1 with the 151 victory over the Bulldogs.
"The guys really like play-

JOHN FISHER

DEUCE— Steve Horstman hurls a cu/veball last Wednesday against VCU.

TENNIS: Ends season

PROS: Short, Strawbridge to
go to the professional leagues
Continued from page 12

Strawbridge will be playing
for the Richmond Kickers this
summer. Strawbridge got his
opportunity with the ALeague's Kickers when he
went for a tryout with the
Major League Soccer's Dallas
Burn. One of the Burn coaches noticed him and recommended him to the Kickers.
"Dr. Horton challenged us
to have big goals and when
he challenged us was when I
realized I wanted to pursue
this for a couple of years,
Strawbridge said."
Strawbridge, a central
defender, started all 19
games for the Flames last
season and contributed two
goals and an assist in addition to his standout defensive
play. Strawbridge was named
to the All-Conference team In
1999 and 2000 and the
South Atlantic All-Region
team in 2000 and 2001.

"This year I will have more
of a supporting role. Just trying to make them better while
I get better. I probably will be
coming In late In the game to
give them some fresh legs in
the back," Strawbridge said.
He Is looking forward to his
team's meeting with the
MLS's D.C. United.
Strawbridge said, "I am excited. There will probably be a
really big crowd," Strawbridge
said.
Both players are looking at
this summer's experiences as
chances for them to prove
that they are capable of playing professional soccer. But
their soccer goals wouldn't be
limited to Just playing In the
A-League. Both players see
the A-League as a gateway to
bigger and better things.
"We think both of those
guys should do well and both
of them are In good environments to learn their trade,"
Alder said.

Continued from page 12

FILE PHOTO

RETURN ACE— A Liberty tennis player rockets the ball back over the net.

In Thursday's singles action,
Andrei Cotuna, Rlno,
Malagrlno and Moylan were all
defeated In straight sets. In the
first two flights, Bruno Coelho
and Shinozakl were unable to
finish their matches.
With the loss the Flames fell
to 8-13 on the season while
finishing 2-5 in Big South play.
The year represented
another step In the right direction. We played a tougher
schedule and had better depth
in our line-up but still lacked a
big match mentality (confidence) that we can win against
the better programs," Hubbard
said.
The Flames will lose two of
their top three players to graduation this spring, (Coelho,
Cotuna) but Hubbard still
looks toward next season with
optimism.
"Next year should be interesting —we are one real strong
player away from making a
real run at the conference

championship. Hopefully, the
summer will bring the answer
—we are currently trying to
sign players from France,
Australia, North Carolina and
Panama. If we can get our top
recruit who is from Panama
and two of the three players,
we could be set, but this is
always the question, If."
Hubbard concluded.
Unlike the men, the
women's team was able to pick
up a win going into the Big
South tournament, however;
like the men they too were
defeated In the first round,
falling to Winthrop 5-0, and
ending their season with a 514 record.
On a positive note, both the
men's and women's teams were
defeated by the eventual tournament champions. The topseeded Winthrop women came
from behind to defeat Coastal
Carolina 4-3 and the
Charleston Southern men
upset No. 1 seed Winthrop and
handed Winthrop Just Its third
loss of the season.

Student centered.
Northern Virginia Community College
Community focused.
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www.nvcc.vccs.edu

m College Credit
lose to Home!
703-323-3000
Choose from:

NVCC offers:

1 visit

• Hundreds of transferable courses!

5 visits

• Day, evening and weekend classesl

• E-mail and Internet access
for all students!

$13

L0W€
Lowest
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15 visits $30
3 months unlimited

Prices Guaranteed!

• Full or part-time study!
• 12-week and 6-week sessions!

$60
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American Exercise Gym
Only $15 a month
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3014 Memorial Ave.. Lynchburg

24501
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CLEAN LUBE
SERVICE

CENTER

Lynchburg's Best Oil Change
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Extended Learning Institute
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Summer sessions start May 20 and July 2

Register today and make
your summer count!
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If you are a
college grad
and English is
your first language,

Bridging the World needs
you in China!
(Education majors encouraged, but not required)
••Salary - $800 a month

Hours:

•Excellent ministry opportunities

Mon-Fri 8-6
Sat 8-4

•Experience exciting foreign culture

WOFF

with coupon
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SLAP HAPPY— Ashley Poundripsthe ball during Wednesday's contest.

SOFTBALL: Swept by UNCG
Continued from page 12

•Apartment and Rent provided

w&) $QQ0

JOHN FISHER

•One-year commitment required

£flll (4?4j 9U-9057 or email
bxMidtvMliflni@ftol.com for
more information.

Watson pitched 2.1
innings of relief for the
Spartans and earned the win
to improve to 10-9.
The Lady Flames have
struggled to score runs
recently, but they are missing
a big part of their offensive
punch. It has been three
weeks since third baseman
Lindsay Schwind was injured
against Birmingham
Southern, and she and her
sore wrist have been missed.
Schwind was leading the
Big South with a .392 batting
average, as well as giving LU
a reliable third pitcher to
take some of the load off of
Hurley and Thompson when
she was hit by a pitch that
broke her wrist. Since then,
the Lady Flames have gone
from scoring 4.4 runs per

game to 2.2 runs per game
without her. With Schwind
they were 17-15, but since
her injury have gone 4-11.
She was not a one-woman
show, and the girls replacing
her have done a solid job, but
this is a young team that
cannot afford to lose an experienced bat from the middle
of the lineup.
The two losses drop the
Lady Flames' record to 21-26.
They will be back in action
today when they travel to
Myrtle Beach, S.C. to take on
Coastal Carolina. There are
only two more home dates
left on the schedule, April 25
against East Carolina at 2
p.m. and the April 28 against
St. John's at 1 p.m., so be
sure to set aside an afternoon to come check out the
2002 version of Liberty
Softball.

The Penalty Box
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Carey brings links experience to LU
By Kate Boylan, reporter

ing. His favorite golf course
that he has ever played on Is In
the southwest part of Ireland.
Lahlnch Golf Club Is beautiful,
says Carey. It has a different
style than American golf
courses.

Padralg Harrington, who Is
also Irish. Carey likes him
because he can Identify with
him.
"He has a similar background as me. He took it up
kind of late, he played soccer,
he's
from
Dublin,
and he's
a nice

Paul Carey from Dublin, Ireland, claimed one of the top
positions on Liberty's golf team
this year. A sophomore, he has
been playing golf since he was
15-years-old. He said his dad / /
got him Into It, so he gave up
soccer and started playing
golf.
Carey has been playing golf
for Liberty since he came
-LU golfer Paul Carey on pro golfer suy."
here. He sent a resume to
Padraig Harrington
°JJ y
Liberty after seeing a list of
when
colleges with good golf pro"It has lots of sand dunes,
asked about his favorite golfer.
grams. His favorite as well as
and it's rough and rugged and
Although he loves to play,
his least favorite aspect of the
really windy," Carey said of
Carey doesn't golf too much In
sport is the fact that "you will
the course.
America outside of playing for
never master it." Carey said
Liberty. He said he plays often
Carey also follows profesthat golf relaxes him and he
at home, especially at
sional golfers on a regular
enjoys the competitiveness of
Coorstown Golf Club. He may
basis. His favorite golfer is
it, which is why he keeps play-

He has a similar background as me...he's from
Dublin and he's a nice guy.

Fii£ PHOTO

TEE IT HIGH— Paul Carey takes a swing at the driving range.

Golf team finishes
7th in Big South
By Kate Boylan, reporter
The Liberty Flames Golf
Team traveled to Sunset
Beach, N.C. last week to play In
the Big South Championship
Golf Tournament. The team
played at Sea Trail Golf Resort,
a par 72 course, and finished
In seventh place with a final
three-day total of 905, keeping
them 12 strokes ahead of Radford.
"In the first round the guys
are nervous. I have a very
young team with lots of Inexperience. All year they have
played poorly In the first round
because of nerves, then they
get better," Coach Landrey said
of the team's performance at
the tournament.
In Individual competition,
sophomore Paul Carey tied for
seventh overall, shooting a
three-day total of 219.
Jonathan Dickinson, a
freshman, shot three strokes
under par, 69, In the final
round, giving him a total of
.227, tied for 29th place. Junior
Nick Heyland finished tied with
freshman Joseph Norman for
33rd place and 232 strokes
after the final round.

stay here In America during
the summer In the future and
try out some courses. However, this summer he plans to
head back to Dublin to Join his
parents, one older sister and
two younger sisters, and his
pet cat, Lady.
Carey lives on campus and
said he has learned a lot from
his roommate, Nick Heyland,
from Iowa. He says he has
learned some things about
country life from Nick. When
he finishes school, Carey plans
to go back to Ireland to become
an accountant somewhere.
"Just hang in there and
think and never give up,"
Carey said of an Important life
lesson that his roommate has
taught him.

UNC-A stifles Liberty's chances with win
By John Farel, sports editor

Rob McClellan, a Junior, finished the final round In 38th
place with a three-day total of
237 strokes.
Coach Landrey explained
that the Big South Conference
is a difficult conference to play
In. There are hundreds of golf
courses that the other schools
go to play at, whereas we don't
really have that opportunity.

What do the Yankees, Lakers and
Charleston Southern's tennis team have
In common? Nobody wants to play them
In the postseason. At least that's the way
Liberty looked atit going into lastTuesday's home match against UNCAshevUle.
A win meant the Flames would avoid a
tournament matchup against a No. 1 or
No. 2 seed, a loss would pit the Flames
against 17-6 Charleston Southern.
Unfortunately for the Flames— after
more than six hours of tennis in 90 plus
degree heat—UNC-Asheville would come
out on top, taking the match* 5-2.
"The men's match was lost a t No. 2
doubles play by the inconsistent play of
freshman Kenan Bell, who had his ups
and downs this season and by Rlcardo
Shlnozakl's loss a t No* 2 singles alter
having a chance to serve for the match to
put LU up 2-1 v Flames Coach Larry
Hubbard satd.
The Flames downfall began In doubles
where the Flames lost two of three
matches and the point Shinozakl and
Lulz Rlno won their match, 8^4, but Bell
and Bruno Coelhp along with Joel Moylan and Andrei Cotuna were defeated 8-4
and 8-3, respectively.
"Losing the doubles point broke our
spirit Initially, but we fought back with
victories at No. 1 by Bruno and No. 4
with Luis," Hubbard said.
Indeed Caelho's arid Rlno's wins at No.
1 and No. 4 singles were important, b u t
the Flames would need two more victories to take the match. However, Shlnozaki was defeated by UNCA's Alan
Ambrose In three sets and a t No. 3
Cotuna was defeated In straight sets, 4: 6,4-6,

"We are going down Into the
lion's den trying to have a miracle occur and I still think we
can do it, especially next year
with the new players coming in
and the returning players we
have," Coach Landrey said
when asked about how his
team fared in this tournament.
Without any hesitation,
Coach Landrey also was quick
to praise his team for their outstanding character on the
course.
"They all have great attitudes and they have represented Liberty well and represented the Lord in a grand
fashion," Landrey said.
Liberty has one more tournament next weekend, April 27
and 28. They will travel to the
Rutherford Intercollegiate
tournament at Penn State Golf

Wednesday: vs. James Madison at 3 p.m.
Saturday: vs. Virginia Tech at 2 p.m.

After Shinozaki's and Cotuna's losses
the match was left up to Ernesto hifalagrinoand Moylan, the Flames No. Sand

FILE PHOTO

SMASH— Luiz Rmo smashes a shot back at his opponent during an earlier match.
No. 6 seeds. Both Moylan and Malagrlno
lost the first set, hut battled back to win
the second—Moylan, 6-4, and Malagrlno,
6-3,— forcing a third and decisive s e t
UNCA would take control In the third
s e t At No, 6 Adam Brooks took an early
3-0 lead* and according to Coach Hubbard, Moylan "never recovered, * despite a
3-0 record in three set matches this season.
"1 really thought doelwould come back
and win the third set after winning a
tough second set, but the UNCA player
came out very determined to the first
game of the third set," Hubbard said,
Behind Damtan Mulhane, UNCA

would take the other match as well, winning it 6-3. "UNCA had a bit more complete game and Ernesto gave a fantastic
effort," Hubbard continued.
The loss killed the Flames tournament
chances a s they would have to be paired
up with Charleston Southern In the first
rourid. •
"It's the worst loss of the season
because It cost us so much, Itwas In our
hands to win, and we didn't come
through. This could have been the breakthrough match for u s In the Liberty
men's tennis program," Hubbard said.

Join Robbie Adams, Dave Kurtz and Wes Rickar<j
for all the action from Worthington St

Lady Flames tennis wins
their first Big South match

C l a s s i f i e d s
Rates:
Open/Commercial

Business Hours:
8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Monday-Friday
Deadline:
4:30 p.m.
8 days prior to
publication

$3.67- 1st 15 words
240 each word over 15

Attention Getters
Bold 1st line
Large 1st line (12 pi) . .1 time charge
XLarge 1st line (14 pt) .1 time charge

Student/Faculty Rate*:

(804) 582-2128

$2.75- 1st 15 words
18(J each word over 15
*Non commercial only.

n/c
$1.00
$1.50

Symbols
Small (10 pt)
Large (12 pt)
XLarge (14 pt)

1 time charge
1 time charge
1 time charge

..500
.$1.00
.$1.50

Champion Special:**
40% off after first run of ads with 3 or more runs.
**Rales only apply to local or student/faculty. NO CHANGES.

ALL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING IS PREPAID

Symbols to choose
Stars: • • •
Checks: • • •

Crosses: t t t
Hearts: * » »
Arrows: > • »

Ft r
Christian Based Company seeking
sales managers. 35K Part-time - 81K
Full-lime. Call (866) 484-0433
www.successcycle.com/craig. Great
benefits while working from home.
No experience necessary - will train.

Attention
Graduating
Seniors!
No room to pack it, but
don't want to trash it?
Call \2128 today to place
a classified ad to sell
youi{ stuff and earn a little extra cash!

Immaculate 2 bdroom, 1 bath. Large
kit. hardwood floors, quiet neighborhood. (8 miii to LU, $3507month,
prefer couple.)
Adorable 1 bdrm, I bath upstairs
apartment. Sunny, lots of windows.
Totally redecorated. Heat & water
included. Perfect for couple or single person. $340/month.
(All above requires one year lease,
no pets. Call 239-6082, leave
message.)

Rett

Good Living
Amenity List
Pools
Balconies
2 Full Bathrooms
Walk-in Closets
Luxury Appliances
Full-Service Maintenance
Pre-Lease for August!
Make your reservation ASAP
before they all get rented.
Call 546-0535 M-F 9:00 - 5:30

P e r s n a l s
Are you pregnant? Loving Christian
family longs to adopt a. baby.
Confidential, private adoption relocation and expense help
available. North Carolina stale
approved. Please call Cassandra @
1(888)272-2229

N o t i c e
If you are vacating or know of a
house/apt with 3 bedrooms/2bathrooms or larger that is close to
Liberty, please call us collect at
727-866-7178

By John Farel, sports editor

the match. "A great way to get our first conference match—from one of our original walk-on
player who has served as a co-captain for the
Last Thursday was a historic moment for
past two seasons," Hubbard said.
Liberty's women's tennis team as it captured
Other singles winners included Andreea
its first-ever conference victory with a 4-3
decision over UNC-Asheville at Liberty's
Cotuna, who defeated her opponent,
Stephanie Shuba, In straight sets, 6-1,6-1.
Espenshade-Hershey Tennis Court.
Cotuna proved that she can play with any No.
The victory, according to Hubbard, "vali1 player in the conference and she should
dated us as a program."
have a very bright
The
.
kk
future over the next
three years," Hubbard
Flames
said.
kicked off
In addition to Cotuna
the match
and Carman, Sole also
in positive
-Head Coach Larry Hubbard picked up a three-set
fashion by
victory in singles.
winning
Last week's win was
the dou— - ^ — — ^ — — - ^ —
also the Flames second
bles point as Andreea Cotuna and Maria Sole
straight, as earlier in the week they defeated
won their match, 8-4, and Carrie Cragen and
Lynchburg College 7-0. The two wins were the
Amber Barrett sealed the deal with an 8-2 win
teams first since March 22 against N.C. A&T.
over their opponents. "That critical point (doubles point) allows you to win Just three singles, and I feel that we have a chance against
anyone in the Big South to win 50 percent of
our single's matches," Flames Coach Larry
Hubbard said.
Singles
Doubles
In singles, LU and UNCA split three
9-9
Cotuna/Solc
Andreea Cotuna
6-10
matches, but at No. 6 Brooke Carman's
come-from-behlnd win proved crucial. After
Alleri/Hoinnarin
Maria Sole
7-8
4-3
losing the first set 2-6, she came back to win
Brook© Qarman 5-11 Cho/Oeavenger
3.0
the second in a tie break 7-6, before going on
to take the third, 6-1. Carman trailed 2-4
and then 3-5 in the tie break before winning
four straight points to help the Flames take

That critical point allows
you to win just three singles
matches...

M

Women's tennis

I
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4/25 vs. E. Carolina, 2:30
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Spartans take two from Lady Flames
By Kyle Adams, reporter
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On a blazing hot day In
Lynchburg, the Lady Flames' bats
went unusually cold as UNCGreensboro shut down Liberty's
offense on Wednesday. The visiting
Spartans swept the non-conference
doubleheader by scores of 2-1 and
6-1.
Spartans' pitchers turned In a pair
of outstanding performances in the
sweep. Jessica Vanderploeg and
Maureen Flynn combined to allow
Just four LU base runners in the first
game, then Amy Poole, Amber Watson
and Flynn allowed just five base runners in game 2.
In the first game, the Spartans

scored both their runs In the first
Inning to Jump out to a 2-0 lead.
Tabltha Lewis reached base on a single and later scored on a wild pitch.
Penny Thompson followed with a solo
home run to left field to give the
Spartans' pitchers all the offense they
needed.
The Lady Flames got on the board
In the fourth inning when Lauren
Hahn singled up the middle to drive
in Ashley Pound, cutting the lead to
2-1. Allison Terry nearly tied the
game later in the Inning, but was
tagged out at home when Amanda
Goc missed the bunt on a squeeze
play.
Nine consecutive Liberty batters
were retired In the final three
innings, giving the Spartans a hard

fought win.
Liberty starter Jen Hurley settled
down after the first Inning, allowing
Just six hits and no more runs over
the final six Innings, but was still
pegged for the loss, dropping her
record to 11 -14 on the season.
Vanderploeg picked up the win,
boosting her record to 10-4.
The second game followed a similar storyline with strong pitching
from both sides, but UNC-Greensboro
got some opportunistic hits and some
help from five LU errors.
Liberty hurler All Thompson kept
the Spartans In check, holding them
to one run through the first three
innings. The Lady Flames tied the
game at 1-1 In the bottom of the
third when Amanda Maska doubled

Remember in Little League
when the team's best pitcher was
also probably the team's best hitter? Somehow between Little
League, college and the pros
most pitcher's lose their touch at
the plate. In most cases by the
time they're in college or Minor
League Baseball they're either
batting ninth in the lineup or not

*v««*4WHfc\*v^s*»m'*^^
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Please see SOFTBALL, page 1 0

CSU ends
season for
tennis team

I at all.
However, while this is the geni eral rule there are exceptions.
| Most notable of all, of course, is
| Babe Ruth. As most people know
Ruth began his career with the
Boston Red Sox, and not as an
outfielder but as a pitcher—and
a good pitcher at that. Ruth won
94 games in six seasons as a
pitcher before being traded to the
Yankees in 1920. Before being
traded to the Yankees the Red
Sox had noticed Ruth could pack
quite a punch at the plate. In
1918, mainly as a pitcher, he hit
11 home runs. The next season
the Red Sox tinkered with putting Ruth in the outfield. He
responded by socking a leagueleading 29 home runs. Upon his
trade to the Yankees the following season, his days as a pitcher
were all but over.
Ruth wasn't the only pitcher
who could hit during those days.
As a matter of fact, Wes Ferrell,
who began his career in 1927, is
remembered as probably the best
hitting hurler of all time—aside
from Ruth of course. Ferrell hit
38 career homers, including nine
in 1931 and seven four years
later. Ferrell also belted 57 doubles and 12 triples in his career,
along with a .280 lifetime batting
average and a .446 slugging percentage. Ferrel was no slouch on
the mound either, winning 20 or
more games six times and twice
winning 25, good for a career
total of 193.
While Ferrell may be lesser
i known, his numbers are
I astounding nonetheless, espe] daily when compared to some of
I today's pitchers. However, there
j are a couple of pitchers today
s who I feel are worth mentioning.
When Mike Hampton went to
I Colorado last year most people
\ thought his ERA would rise, but
| even he couldn't have expected
I his batting numbers to skyrocket
l as they did. Going into last seaI son Hampton was known as a
decent hitter, but in eight seasons with three clubs he didn't
have a homer to show. But now,
one year removed from his
entrance into the hitter-friendly
confines of Coors Field, people
are talking about making him
into an everyday player. And it's
no wonder. Last season Hampton
hit .291 with seven homers and
a .582 slugging percentage. This
season in eight at bats he's
already off to a hot start with a
.375 average.
But as I said he's not the only
one starting to show some pop.
The Giants Livan Hernandez hit
.296 last season with one homer
and four doubles. This season he
too is off to a hot start with three
RBI in five games and a .417
batting average.
So while the days of weak-htttlng pitchers may not be over
completely, they're over for at
least a couple of guys. On another note, Hampton's gaudy numbers won't exactly help the case
for Todd Helton and Larry Walker
when they're up for the Hall of
Faroe 20 years from now.

to right, then scored on Pound's RBI
single.
The Spartans took the lead for
good in the fourth when a two-out
error kept the inning alive for Penny
Thompson. Thompson drilled her second home run of the day to put UNCGreensboro ahead 4-1. The Spartans
added two runs in the seventh to
push their lead to 6-1. Vanessa
Massie scored on Amanda Johnson's
double, and Maureen Flynn scored
on an error.
Thompson pitched a complete
game for Liberty, allowing six runs —
none of them earned—to drop her
record to 6-9.

By John Farel, sports editor

JOHN FISHER

SEE YA— Junior Joey Monahan takes a rip at a pitch. Monahan is currently tied with Matt Hagen for the team lead with 10 homers.

Flames back in Big South hunt
LU picks up 8th straight conference win to move to 9-6
By Chris Humphreys, reporter

Four weeks ago the Flames began
a nine-game losing streak that
included six consecutive losses in the
Big South Conference. With Friday's
late innings heroics and Saturday's
sweep of the doubleheader the
Flames extended their streak of consecutive wins In the Big South to
eight games.
Coming into the road series
against Asheville, the Flames were in
fourth place in the Big South with a
6-6 record. The Bulldogs entered the
series with the Flames In sixth place
with a record of 4-5. "One of us had a

chance to elevate our position in the
conference Into the top third,"
Liberty's Coach Dave Pastors said.
In Friday's game the teams
entered the seventh inning tied at
four. But in the top of the seventh, '
Liberty's senior right fielder Steve
Baker came to the plate with the
bases loaded and one out. Baker hit
his seventh home run of the year and
staked Liberty to a four-run lead.
However, in the bottom of the seventh the Bulldogs rallied for four
runs to even the score at eight. But
in the top of the ninth inning Flames'
Junior second baseman Larry Wayne
York doubled to lead off the Inning.
Flames' shortstop Junior Joey

Monahan, bunted York over to third,,
and the Bulldogs intentionally walked
Liberty's first baseman Kelly Knouse,
bringing Baker to the plate with the
go ahead run at third.
Baker singled to center driving in
York and giving the Flames a 9-8
lead. Baker finished the game with
five RBI and York went 4-for-5 with
three runs scored and one RBI.
Knouse went 2-for-4 with a home run
and two RBI. Flames' senior left fielder Marcus Marlngola had a pair of
hits.

Please see BASEBALL, page 1 0

Liberty University's men's tennis
team entered the Big South tournament having won four of its last six
matches, making It one of the hottest
teams in the conference.
Unfortunately, its loss to UNC-Ashevllle
In the last game of the regular season
forced them to play perennial Big
South power and No. 2 seed
Charleston Southern in the first round.
The Flames, who lost to CSU 6-1 in
March, didn't fare much better in last
Thursday's opening round. This time
the Flames failed to win a point, as
they were defeated 5-0 at Elon
University.
However, according to Flames Coach
Larry Hubbard, the team's performance was hardly a reflection of its
desire. "We started out believing and
played very inspired doubles," Hubbard
said. The Flames were able to come
away with one doubles victory on the
day. Playing at the No. 1 seed Ricardo
Shinozaki and Lulz Rino continued to
excel. Entering the match, the pair was
second in the league with a 5-2 mark.
On Thursday, not only did Shinozaki
and Rino give the Flames their only
victory on the day by defeating Rohan
Wadhera and Thomas Miho 8-4, but
they also avenged one of their two early
season losses.
Despite the regular season success
of Shinozaki and Rino, they were inexplicably left off the regular season AllConference team. "Two of the three
teams selected we beat," Hubbard said.
"CSU beat us during the regular season, so Ricardo and Luiz went out and
beat them 3-4 in the first round of the
tournament, hopefully making a statement to the selection committee that
will be rectified by including Shinozaki
and Rino on the All Conference
Doubles Team, where they deserve to
be! I was shocked and dismayed as to
how this could happened," Hubbard
continued.
Please see TENNIS, page 1 0

Strawbridge, Short to turn pro
By Chris Humphreys, reporter

-

STOPS" * Doan

LU's goalie.

For the second straight year Liberty
University may have a pair of soccer
players graduating from the Flames to
the A-League. Last year Derek Avilez and
Jose Gomez joined the A-League. This
year, Ben Strawbridge and Dean Short
prepare to play professional soccer alter
they get their degrees in May.
Liberty's soccer coach Jeff Alder said,
"Both of these guys have earned the
right to play at that level. In their four
years they have done a great job of representing Christ on and off the Held. And
they have done a great job of representing Liberty University."
Short was the Flames' goalkeeper last
season. He started all 19 games in the
net for the Flames and recorded a 1.66
goals against average, 77 saves and
three shutouts last season. Short has
played since his freshman year putting
up goals agaiiist averages his first, tliree
seasons of 1.09, 0.51, and 1.21. Short
was named 'o the First team All-

Conference in 1999 and 2000, the AllTournament team in 1999, All-State
University Division in 1999, and the
South Atlantic All-Region team in 1999
and 2000.
Last summer Short trained with the
Rochester Rhinos of the A-League. "1
had the chance to work with those guys
one-on-one in whatever they were
doing," Short said. The Rhino's have
offered him a contract for this season.
However, everything is temporarily on
hold because of a knee injury. "1 haven't
played in two months. I just had an
MR1.1 might have to have surgery on
my knee," Short said.
While the Itiiinos are settled at the
starting keeper role for this season with
two veteran keepers who have been
among the best in the A-League, the
Rliinos would like Short to come play
for them. 'They are a great team and
wonderful organization. It is a prime
opportunity for me. I would definitely
have to work my way in," Short said.
SKIRTS INFORMATION

Please see PROS, page 10

KICKS— Ben Strawbridge spent four years at LU.

